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Genes arising by retrotransposition are always different from their parent genes from the outset. In addition, the cDNA must insert into a region
that allows expression or it will become a processed pseudogene. We sought to determine whether this class of gene duplication differs from other
gene duplications based on functional criteria. Using amino acid sequences from Drosophila melanogaster, we identified retroduplicated gene pairs
at various levels of sequence identity. Analysis of gene ontology annotations showed some enrichment of retroduplications in the cellular
physiological processes class. Retroduplications show a higher level of nucleotide substitution than other gene duplications, suggesting a higher rate
of divergence. Remarkably, analysis of microarray data for gene expression during embryogenesis showed that parent genes are more highly
expressed relative to their retroduplicated copies, tandem duplications, and all genes. Furthermore, an expressed sequence tag library representation
shows a broader distribution for parent genes than for all other genes and, as found previously by others, retroduplicated gene transcripts are found
most abundantly in testes. Therefore, in examining retroduplicated gene pairs, we have found that parent genes of retroduplications are also a
distinctive class in terms of transcript expression levels and distribution.
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evolution and consequent organismal diversification. The core
of the idea was presented by Ohno in 1970 [1]: once established,
a newly duplicated gene can be inactivated by mutation or
acquire a new function without reducing fitness. The most
common path is inactivation, but the rarer path of acquiring a
new function could then lead to diversification. Ohno's ideas
have since been refined to include other models of diversifica-
tion. More recent concepts include the idea that both copies can
change. For example, the subfunctionalization model predicts
that mutations in gene regulatory regions can occur in both genes
so that their expression patterns become complementary [2,3].
For each gene, these are partial loss-of-function mutations, so
that the complementarity of their expression patterns forces both
genes to be maintained. The idea of subfunctionalization has⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 (506) 453 3583.
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2007.06.001also been applied to amino acid sequence, and computational
methods for measuring the distribution of divergence between
paralogs have been developed to test this model [4,5].
Gene duplication can occur on the whole-genome scale, on
blocks of genes, or on single genes. Single gene duplication
can occur by unequal crossing over to produce tandem
duplications. Tandem duplications may diverge, but they can
also maintain sequence similarity through gene conversion. If
the gene is duplicated in its entirety, then both copies are
initially identical and functional. Single gene duplication can
also occur through retrotransposition, whereby reverse tran-
scription of the mRNA from a parental gene converts it into a
cDNA, which is then inserted into chromosomal DNA, forming
an intronless paralog [6]. In contrast to tandem duplication, the
retrotransposed gene may not carry sequences sufficient for its
transcription. To be expressed, the cDNA precursor must be
inserted into a transcribed region, have an internal promoter
sequence, or acquire transcriptional activity through mutation.
Otherwise, the new gene duplication is destined to become a
pseudogene.
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has generated opportunities for exploring gene duplication in a
systematic way. Lynch and Conery [7] reported the first genome-
wide analysis of gene duplications using three completely
sequenced and three partially sequenced genomes. Analysis of
nucleotide substitutions for 462 duplications in Drosophila
melanogaster showed that duplications arise at a rate of about 31
per million years and have a half-life of 2.9 million years. Rubin
et al. [8] calculated that 5536 of 13,601 genes arose by gene
duplication inD. melanogaster. In contrast to Lynch and Conery
[7], Rubin et al. identified a larger set of duplications because
they included multigene families in their dataset and clustered
sequences that matched with a higher BLAST E value (10−6 vs
10−10).
Other whole-genome studies of duplications showed that the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has undergone whole-genome
duplication with subsequent loss and diversification of
duplicates [9]. This latter mode of gene duplication seems to
also account for a portion of the gene duplications in the
genome of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, but was not
detectable for the D. melanogaster genome in which tandem
duplication of single genes was more often observed [10]. The
Drosophila genome has several types of retrotransposons [11]
and, since active elements associated with retrovirus-like
particles can exist [12,13], gene duplications can also arise
through retrotransposition.
The mechanism of gene duplication by retrotransposition
has been studied in the yeast S. cerevisiae [14]. Here,
retrotransposition is mediated by retrotransposon sequences
and reverse transcriptase, as evidenced by Ty1 element
sequences flanking the duplicated gene, tracts of poly(A)
sequences downstream from the coding sequence, and an
increase in duplication rate upon induction of a high level of
Ty1 reverse transcriptase expression. However, even in these
newly generated duplications, the poly(A) sequences are not
always found and the flanking Ty1 sequences are not arranged
in a way so that integration could occur as it does for wild-type
Ty1 elements. Thus, analysis of retrotransposition events in
yeast has not provided evidence for a simple, unifying model
for the mechanism of retrotransposition mediated by the Ty1
retrotransposon.
Gene duplications arising by retrotransposition were exam-
ined in humans with the initial release of the genome sequence,
in which 97 functional intronless paralogs were identified [15].
In this group of genes, there is an excess of translation and
nuclear regulation proteins and metabolic and regulatory
enzymes. In D. melanogaster, whole-genome analysis resulted
in the characterization of 24 gene duplications that appear to
have been generated by retrotransposition [16]. These gene pairs
fit the criteria that the two genes are on different chromosomes,
they have at least 70% amino acid sequence identity, one
member has no introns, and, in a few cases, there are signs of
retrotransposition, as poly(A) tracts, for gene pairs in which both
are intronless. Analysis of expression data and chromosome
linkage showed that there was a significant tendency for genes
on the X chromosome to produce new copies on the autosomes,
and the new copies examined are mostly expressed in the testes.This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that genes on
the X chromosome are escaping the X-chromosome inactivation
that is thought to occur during spermatogenesis [16,17].
With the continued expansion of the Drosophila genome
project, we now have the most comprehensive developmental
expression data to date from microarray analysis [18], expressed
sequence tag (EST) sequences from a wider range of libraries
[19], and systematic functional annotations in the form of gene
ontology (GO) descriptions [20]. We have combined these data
with an analysis of gene duplications, focusing on possible
retrotransposed duplications as a subset. Our analysis shows that
the parent genes of retrotransposed genes are distinct in having a
consistently higher level of expression.
Results
Identification of retrotransposed genes
Assembly of a set of duplicated gene pairs first involved an
all-against-all comparison of Drosophila protein sequences
using a global alignment algorithm. Cluster analysis was then
performed to identify gene pairs and gene families with more
than two members. Since it would be difficult to determine the
parent/child relationship in gene families with more than two
members with similar levels of amino acid identity, these
families were excluded from the gene duplication datasets we
used for further analysis. The cluster analysis was performed at
several levels of amino acid sequence identity to derive datasets
of gene duplications at the 50, 60, and 70% levels. The gene
duplication datasets were then subdivided into potentially
retrotransposed versus all others by two filters. These filters
were (1) a minimum intergenic distance of 100,000 bp if the two
genes were on the same chromosome arm and (2) one member of
the gene pair having no introns in the amino acid coding region.
After filtering, there were 67 gene pairs at the 50% amino acid
sequence identity cutoff, 39 pairs at 60% identity, and 20 pairs at
70% identity (see Supplemental File 1). These gene pairs include
the changes introduced after updating the sequence dataset with
FlyBase release 5.1. One pair was removed (CG32713 and
CG12725) as it now formed a cluster of three genes. Seven new
pairs were identified at the 50% cutoff, but only one of these
pairs met the filtering criteria (CG34132 and Tim13). This
update did not change any of the conclusions for the data
analyses in this paper.
We found that a minimum intergenic distance of 100,000 bp
was a natural cutoff for deriving our subset of gene duplications
by retrotransposition after inspecting the distribution of inter-
genic distances for gene pairs with introns versus gene pairs in
which one gene has no introns. A plot of intergenic distances in
log base pairs between each pair of duplicated genes on the same
chromosome shows there is a bimodal distribution (Fig. 1A).
The majority of duplicated genes have an intergenic distance of
less than 100,000 bp. For those pairs in which both genes contain
introns, 74.9% of them have an intergenic distance of less than
100,000 bp (Fig. 1B). In contrast, only 36.4% of duplications
with one gene containing an intron and the other gene containing
no introns had an intergenic distance of less than 100,000 bp
Fig. 1. Bimodal distribution of intergenic distances for gene duplications with
40% or greater identity. Dashed lines indicate an intergenic distance of
100,000 bp. (A) All gene duplications. (B) Gene duplications in which both
genes have introns interrupting their coding regions. (C) Gene duplications in
which one gene has no introns interrupting its coding region.
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used as a filter to eliminate the bulk of the tandem gene
duplications from the potentially retrotransposed gene duplica-
tion set. Supplemental File 2 summarizes all filtered potential
retrotransposed gene duplications with intronless paralogs with
N50% identity.
To obtain evidence that the 67 retroduplicated gene pairs
were functional, we looked for evidence of purifying selection
and gene expression. To test for purifying selection, a
likelihood ratio test of nonsynonymous (dN) to synonymous
(dS) nucleotide substitution ratios was done by applying a
conservative criterion of dN/dS=0.5 ([21] and as performed
by others [16]). We found that 63 of the 67 duplications had a
dN/dS ratio significantly less than 0.5 (pb10−5) and an
additional duplication had a ratio less than 0.5 with pb0.05.
The 67 duplications were also assessed for evidence of
expression of mRNA, particularly representation in expressed
sequence tags derived from various cDNA libraries [19]. If no
cDNAwas found, then evidence for expression was sought in
microarray datasets [18]. Only one gene, CG34132, lacked
evidence for expression, although it showed a dN/dS ratio with
its duplicate Tim13 of 0.1861, indicating purifying selection.The results of this analysis are tabulated in Supplemental
File 3.
Evaluation of method
The retrotransposed gene duplication set with greater than
70% identity is shown in Table 1. After reviewing the results,
one gene pair, His4r and His4:CG31611, was omitted from the
set. The intron-containing histone H4 replacement gene, His4r,
produces a product identical to the repeated histone H4 gene
cluster on chromosome 2L [22] of which His4:CG31611 is a
member. Since His4:CG31611 was the lone copy of the repeats
present in the database, and the many other copies of histone
H4 genes were not present in the release 3.1 protein sequences,
this gene pair had passed through our selection criteria. A
similar case was found for His2Av a histone 2A variant, at
55% identity with the repeated histone 2A genes, of which
His2A:CG31618 is a member. With the FlyBase release 5.1
update, these two pairs are not identified because they now
fall into clusters.
To determine if we might have missed some gene pairs by
clustering first, we instead applied the two filtering criteria prior
to clustering. Filtering first resulted in identification of the same
21 gene pairs identified by clustering first (release 3.1 data) and
one additional gene pair. Vha16 encodes a vacuolar ATPase
subunit [23], has introns, and is on chromosome 2R, whereas
two intronless copies, Vha16-2 and Vha16-3, are in close
tandem arrangement on chromosome 3L. Since two of the three
pairwise alignments resulted in greater than 70% identity (Vha16
by Vha16-3 and Vha16-2 by Vha16-3; Vha16 by Vha16-2 had
68% identity), this group formed a cluster and was excluded
from the original dataset by clustering first. However, by
filtering first, only the Vha16 + Vha16-3 pair was recovered. In
this case it appears that we can tentatively identify the parent
gene for Vha16-3 as Vha-16, based on amino acid sequence
identities and the presence of introns only in Vha-16. However,
because Vha16-2 and Vha16-3 are likely tandem duplicates, it is
difficult to determine which of these two genes is the direct
retrogene copy of Vha16 and which is a copy of its neighbor.
Thus, due to such complexities arising from filtering first,
clustering first, to separate gene pairs from multigene families,
seems to be a more conservative approach. Reversing the
procedure can identify more gene pairs, but a more detailed
analysis must be done when there are more than two family
members to determine if the direction of retroduplication can be
unambiguously established.
Betran et al. [16] analyzed a set of retrotransposed gene
duplications that comprised gene pairs only on different
chromosomes. They used the release 2 protein dataset and
performed pairwise local alignments using a FASTA program
[24]. The differences between the set of retroduplicated gene
pairs that have 70% or greater identity from Betran et al. [16] and
our set shown in Table 1 likely reflect different datasets, different
alignment methods, our use of clustering to exclude families
larger than two, and inclusion of intrachromosomal duplications.
Our Table 1 has 7 additional duplications and lacks 10 others
compared to those listed by Betran et al. [16]. The 7 additional
Table 2
Distribution of retrotransposition events among chromosomes X, 2, and 3 for the
duplications listed in Table 1
Direction of retrotransposition % Expected a Expected Observed
X to X 2.6 0.55 0
X to autosome 14.4 3.02 10
Autosome to X 12.6 2.65 1
Autosome to autosome
(interchromosomal)
34.9 7.33 6
Autosome to autosome
(intrachromosomal)
35.5 7.46 4
∏2=19.55 and, for 4 degrees of freedom, p=0.001.
a Expected values calculated following the method of Betran et al. [16], but
revised to include intrachromosomal duplications.
Table 1
Twenty-one putative retrotransposed gene pairs at N70% amino acid sequence identity fitting the criteria of more than 100 kb intergenic distance and one member with
no introns (parent gene)
Parent gene Linkage Child gene Linkage Molecular function
CG1041 3R CG5265 3R Carnitine O-acetyltransferase activity
CanB2 2R CanB X Calcineurin
CG8331 2R CG4960 3R GTPase regulator activity
Rh4 3L Rh3 3R G-protein-coupled receptor
CG40045 3h CG9602 3R Ubiquitin-conjugating activity
Acon 2L CG4706 3R Aconitate hydratase
Vha16 2R Vha16-3 3L Hydrogen-exporting ATPase
Rpt3 X Rpt3R 3R Endopeptidase
Hsp60 X Hsp60C 2L Protein folding
Atg8a X Atg8b 3R Microtubule binding
Ctp X Cdlc2 2L Dynein light chain
CG8310 X Vha36 2R Hydrogen-exporting ATPase activity
Ntf-2 X Ntf-2r 2L Protein carrier activity
Cyp1 X CG7768 3L Peptidyl–prolyl cis–trans isomerase activity
CG3560 X CG17856 3R Ubiquinol–cytochrome c reductase activity
Pros28.1 X Pros28.1A 3R Proteasome 28-kDa subunit
RpL37a X RpL37b 2R Ribosomal protein L37e
Ef1alpha100E 3R Ef1alpha48D 2R Translation elongation factor
Sep2 3R Sep5 2R Septin
CG17734 3R CG11825 2R Hypoxia-induced protein conserved domain
Prat2 3L Prat 3R Purine biosynthesis phosphoribosylamidotransferase
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genes Rpt3 and Cyp1) and 1 interchromosomal duplication
(parental gene Vha16). Four additional duplications are
intrachromosomal (CG1041 and CG5265, Rh4 and Rh3,
CG40045 and CG9602, Prat2 and Prat). The 10 retroduplica-
tions we did not identify, in contrast to Betran et al. [16], fall into
three categories.Mgst1-Psi is an intronless copy ofMgst1 that is
now annotated as a pseudogene in FlyBase [25]. It was found to
have a stop codon and not to be expressed according to Toba and
Aigaki [26]. Six duplications were screened from our dataset by
clustering. These represented cases in which the direction of the
duplication event was ambiguous due to other well-conserved
family members. Three other gene pairs were excluded from
Table 1 because the Needleman–Wunsch global alignment
program reported identities just under the 70% cutoff. However,
these pairs all appeared in our N60% identity dataset. Thus, in
comparison to Betran et al. [16], our approach to identifying
retroduplications is more conservative with respect to establish-
ing the parent gene and the direction of retrotransposition, while
it is less conservative by allowing the more distant intrachro-
mosomal duplications.
Retrotransposition to and from the X chromosome
One central finding of Betran et al. [16] was that there was a
significant excess of gene duplications going from the X
chromosome to the autosomes. In light of the above differences
between our datasets, we reconsidered this idea with our dataset,
which includes intrachromosomal retrotransposed gene dupli-
cations greater than 100 kb apart. Using the genes from Table 1,
we find similarly that the distribution of jumps is nonrandom,
with an excess of retrotranspositions from the X chromosome to
the autosomes (Table 2).Higher levels of expression of parent genes in comparison to
their intronless child genes
Tomancak et al. [18] performed a genome-wide analysis of
gene expression during Drosophila embryogenesis by hybridi-
zation to microarrays. We analyzed their data to compare
expression levels of original retrotransposed genes (parents)
with their intronless paralogs (children). For each time point in
embryogenesis, there were more gene duplications that had a
higher expression level for the parent gene compared to its
intronless paralog. This trend was seen for datasets of gene pairs
with a percentage identity greater than 70% (Fig. 2A) and 60%
(not shown).
To put these findings into a larger context of all genes
examined, the distributions of expression levels during embry-
ogenesis were box-plotted for parent genes, intronless child
genes, and all genes (Fig. 2B). We also examined the expression
of a set of DNA-based duplications with N70% identity (see
Materials and methods) for comparison to retroduplicated gene
Fig. 2. Expression of duplicated genes during embryogenesis. (A) Comparison of expression levels for retrotransposed gene pairs during embryogenesis (percentage
identity N70%). All time points show that, for a majority of gene pairs, the parent gene has a significantly higher expression level compared to the intronless child gene
(pb0.01). (B) Box-plot distributions of mean absolute measures of expression levels [18] for parent genes, their intronless child genes, other (DNA-based) duplications
(all at percentage identity N70%), and all genes during embryogenesis. Boxes represent the bounds of expression values falling within the 25th and 75th percentiles,
the midpoint in the box is the median, and vertical lines show the extent of expression values beyond this range.
Fig. 3. Representation of parent genes, their intronless paralogs (N60% identity),
and all genes in various BDGP EST libraries. ⁎ The parent gene has significantly
higher average representation compared to all genes for that EST library. ⁎⁎ The
intronless paralog gene has significantly higher average representation
compared to all genes for that EST library.
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parent genes show a broader distribution compared to child
genes, the other duplications, and all genes. In addition,
overall mean expression levels were significantly higher
(pb0.01) for the parent genes compared to the intronless
child genes, other duplications, and all genes for all time
points during embryogenesis. There were no significant
differences (pN0.4) between the mean expression levels of
the intronless child genes and all genes for all time points (data
not shown). Likewise, for the other duplications, there were no
significant differences (pN0.1) between their mean expression
levels for all time points.
Consistent with the above observations, we found that the
representation of parent genes with at least one EST in a given
library was significantly higher (pb0.01) compared to all genes
in 7 of the 10 EST libraries (Fig. 3). The two adult testes
libraries (AI and AT) and the tissue culture cell library (SD)
showed a significantly higher EST representation for the
intronless paralogs compared to all genes in that library (Fig.
3). Two libraries, RE and RH, were included for completeness,
although they were made using a normalization step so that
Fig. 4. Distribution of retrotransposed gene duplications (123) versus other gene duplications (both with introns; 338) at N50% amino acid identity and all genes (7658)
among gene ontology biological process terms.
Fig. 5. Synonymous (KS) and nonsynonymous (KA) substitutions between
paralogous genes at 70% amino acid identity where Group 1 contains pairs with
one intronless gene and N100,000 bp intergenic distance (n=21), Group 2
contains pairs with both intronless genes and N100,000 bp intergenic distance
(n=13), and Group 3 contains all other pairs (n=124).
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pronounced.
During the first 2 h of embryogenesis, timed from egg
deposition, the embryo is a syncytium where 13 rapid mitotic
cycles occur [27]. The earliest point when zygotic gene
expression can occur is at cycle 10, about 80 min after egg
deposition [28]. Thus, any transcripts detected in the first hour
of embryogenesis are maternally inherited and reflect gene
expression in the female germ line. Of the 21 gene pairs listed in
Table 1, data for both genes were available for 19 pairs from the
Tomancak dataset [18]. Of these, we found significantly higher
levels of expression for the first hour of embryogenesis for 15 of
the 19 parent genes (p value for t test ≤0.005).
Distribution of functions according to gene ontology terms
shows enrichment for cellular physiological processes
To determine if retrotransposed gene duplications have a
different distribution of functions, we used the GoMiner [29]
resource and FlyBase release 5.1 to compare gene annotations
for retrotransposed duplications to other gene duplications in
which both copies have introns (greater that 50% identity) and
to all genes. The distribution of functions among high-level
gene ontology biological processes is shown in Fig. 4. We found
some enrichment for genes involved in cellular physiological
processes in the retroduplication gene group. This observation
may reflect a greater tolerance for genes within the cellular
physiological class to vary in expression level and dosage more
than others.
Nucleotide substitution rates
Synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates were
calculated for 161 gene pairs with over 70% identity for the
following three groups: (1) pairs with only one intronless geneand N100,000 bp intergenic distance; (2) pairs with both
intronless genes and N100,000 bp intergenic distance; (3) all
other pairs. We included group 2 as they could represent other
possible retrotranspositions; however, due to the absence of
introns in both genes the direction of the retroduplication could
not be determined. A plot of synonymous (KS) versus
nonsynonymous (KA) substitutions (Fig. 5) shows that the
first group has no gene pairs near the origin, in contrast to the
other two groups. This result suggests that the putative
retrotransposed gene duplicates have undergone a higher level
of substitution compared to the other gene duplicates. This
difference could reflect a higher rate of divergence for the
retroduplications, a different age distribution, or a lack of gene
conversion events due to intergenic distance and intron/exon
organization differences.
Discussion
Our analysis of duplicated gene pairs generated by retro-
transposition in D. melanogaster has identified a natural cutoff
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the parent gene has introns in the coding region and the child
gene is intronless are enriched in the class with an intergenic
distance beyond 100 kb. This cutoff allowed us to identify other
retrotransposed gene duplications in addition to those that had
been identified previously [16]. Nonetheless, by also consider-
ing intrachromosomal retrotranspositions in our dataset, we find
an enrichment of X-chromosome to autosome retrotransposi-
tions relative to the other possibilities. Our findings reinforce
those from a recent analysis of 128 D. melanogaster retro-
transpositions with 50% or greater amino acid sequence
identity, which included all intrachromosomal duplications
and found there was also a significant enrichment of X-
chromosome to autosome retrotranspositions [30].
Analysis of gene expression levels during embryogenesis for
gene duplications has revealed a striking property of parent
genes of retrotransposed gene duplications. Parent genes are
expressed at high levels relative to their retrogene copies, DNA-
based duplications, and all other genes. This property may
explain the existence of functional retrotransposed duplications
of these genes in two ways. First, genes with higher expression
levels might be more tolerant of duplications that do not cause a
large change in dosage of gene product. Second, higher
expression levels of the parent genes may increase the frequency
at which retrotranspositions occur, which in turn increases the
likelihood that a cDNAwill insert into the genome in a way that
allows its expression and positive selection. Although we have
assessed expression data only for embryogenesis, we speculate
that high levels of maternal and/or zygotic transcripts in the
embryo could reflect a higher probability of retrotransposition in
early germ-line development. To support this idea, we found
that, for 15 of 19 of the gene pairs with N70% identity, there was
significantly higher maternal expression for the parent genes.
The representation of genes among various cDNA libraries
shows a broader distribution for parent genes compared to child
genes and all genes, with the interesting exception of a higher
representation of child genes in adult testes libraries. The
broader distribution for parent genes may reflect our observa-
tion of higher expression levels in general; the higher
representation of child genes in testes libraries may reflect the
observation of an excess of retrotranspositions from the X
chromosome to autosomes that have escaped silencing during
spermatogenesis. A study of a subset of human retrogene
duplications showed that parent genes are also expressed more
broadly than the retrogene among 20 tissues examined and that
the retrogene was often expressed specifically in the testes [31].
A study of gene duplications on the X chromosome and
autosomes in C. elegans also showed specialization of the
autosomal copy to express and function during spermatogen-
esis; however, these gene duplications do not appear to have
arisen by retrotransposition [32]. Therefore, duplication by
retrotransposition is not the only mechanism for X-linked genes
to acquire specific germ-line expression.
Analysis of nucleotide substitutions for gene duplications
with greater than 70% amino acid sequence identity shows that
the retrotransposed gene pairs tend to have higher levels of
nucleotide substitutions than other gene pairs. Whether thisfeature is reflected in the difference in expression levels between
parent and child genes, in comparison to all other gene
duplications, will require further analysis. Studies of the
relationship between paralogous gene nucleotide substitution
rates and expression patterns in yeast [33] and humans [34]
showed there was a positive association between nonsynon-
ymous substitutions and degree of expression divergence, where
gene expression patterns were assessed based on a complex
compilation of several microarray-based studies. A recent study
of rodent genomes, in which retroduplicated gene pairs that have
single-copy counterparts in another lineage were identified,
allowed analysis of rate asymmetry of duplicated genes [35]. In
this study, Cusack and Wolfe [35] provide evidence that
retroduplicated genes undergo more rapid protein sequence
evolution than their parent genes. In addition, using representa-
tion in various EST libraries as a measure of gene expression
range and level, they found that retroduplicated genes show
narrower and lower expression than their parent genes, which is
consistent with our findings.
A recent study of 94 retroduplications found in D. mela-
nogaster and in 11 other Drosophila species describes the
occurrence and tempo of these duplications in the other lineages
[36]. Retroduplications were found to occur at a constant rate of
about 0.5 per million years, which is within the same order of
magnitude found for primate lineages [36]. In addition to
allowing exploration of retroduplication sequence evolution, the
availability of 11 more Drosophila species' genome sequences
[37] will provide a starting point for exploring the evolution of
gene duplications in relation to both gene expression patterns
and divergence. In particular, further analysis can be performed
to identify if the characteristics found in this study are true for all
retrotransposed gene duplications.
We conclude that the genes arising through retrotransposi-
tion have distinct differences with respect to other gene
duplications including their abundance in functional categories,
the intergenic distance between them, and their rate of
substitution. Further, we have found that the parents of
retrotransposed genes are highly expressed compared to their
duplicates, suggesting that these paralogs can be separated into
two distinct classes. It is unclear as to whether these
characteristics are a prerequisite for successful retrotransposi-
tion or if this method of duplication provides these differences.
However, it is clear that the end result is the same; gene
duplication via retrotransposition gives rise to genes that are
different from those of other gene duplications in more ways
than just their method of duplication.Materials and methods
Identification of paralogous proteins
All D. melanogaster protein sequences were downloaded from FlyBase
release 3.1 [25]. The longest protein was chosen for each gene and all other
alternatives for each gene were removed. Each of the remaining 13,669 proteins
was compared to every other protein using the Needleman–Wunsch global
pairwise alignment algorithm [38]. A global alignment algorithm was used
because we were interested in identifying full-length paralogous sequences,
rather than sequences sharing local similarities between domains ormotifs. These
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(Paracel) at the Canadian Bioinformatics Resource in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The
gap and gap extension penalties used were 10 and 1, respectively; the scoring
matrix was BLOSUM62. We then used an initial low-stringency selection
criterion of an E value lower than 0.001 for choosing pairwise alignments for
further analysis.
Our sequence dataset was updated from D. melanogaster FlyBase release
3.1 to release 5.1 as follows. A comparison of the transcripts in the two releases
was conducted using the synonym table generated by FlyBase on November 29,
2006, to remove transcripts that had only identifier changes. A list of proteins
that were unique to either release 3.1 or release 5.1 was constructed. Any
proteins that were present only in release 3.1 (286) were removed from our
previous analysis, while new proteins found only in release 5.1 (469) were
subjected to the same analysis as previously performed, including the alignment
of all new proteins against all proteins as described above. New gene pairs were
filtered using the distance, intron presence/absence, and clustering methods
described below.
Identification of protein families
To identify single gene duplication events, proteins belonging to multigene
families were first identified using a clustering algorithm. The clustering
algorithm was repeated using various percentage amino acid identity score
cutoffs of 40, 50, 60, and 70% to produce different sets of clusters and pairs.
Clusters were defined by proteins that matched other proteins at a given
percentage identity andwere not constructed if the protein was related to only one
other protein (i.e., no clusters of size 2). This algorithm produced clusters that
contained at least one protein that was significantly matched, based on the
percentage identity cutoff, to every other protein in the same cluster.
Consequently, proteins in a cluster were, at most, one significant match removed
from each other. Compared to hierarchical algorithms that use single linkage
clustering [39], our algorithm will tend to produce smaller, more closely related
clusters of proteins and will have fewer clusters of proteins that share
nonoverlapping domains. To describe further the association of a protein to the
other members of a cluster, a link percentage score was calculated for each
protein using the number of links from that protein to other proteins in the cluster
divided by the total possible number of links.
Addition of annotations
The annotations for each gene included the number of introns in the entire
gene region. To facilitate identification of intronless paralogs that may have
arisen by retrotransposition, we extended the intron annotation to describe cases
in which there were one or more introns in the amino acid coding region of the
gene. We restricted our analysis of introns to those interrupting coding regions
since flanking DNA sequences would more easily acquire or lose introns. If a
gene pair mapped to the X chromosome or to the same autosomal chromosome
arm, the distance between the genes was calculated by taking the distance
between their two closest ends.
Selection of retrotransposed gene duplications
For this study, a gene pair is considered to be a retrotransposed gene pair if
one gene contains at least one intron in its coding region and the other gene is
intronless, the distance between the genes is greater than 100,000 bp if the genes
are on the same chromosome arm, and the pairwise alignment between the two
genes has an amino acid percentage identity higher then the chosen cutoff of 40,
50, 60, or 70%. A summary of numbers of resulting genes and gene pairs during
various points of the filtering process is given in Supplemental File 1.
Retroduplications selected at the 50% amino acid identity cutoff are described
in Supplemental File 2. For gene pairs with one intronless paralog, the FlyBase
gene models (for the sequences used in our alignments) were used to compare
intron positions with the extent of the region of amino acid similarity between the
paralogs. For gene pairs with greater than 50% similarity, only 1 of 90 gene pairs
was a case in which all introns were in a region of no similarity. This gene pair,
with 57% identity (RpS27A and RpL40), was removed from the dataset in
subsequent analyses.DNA-based duplication dataset
A dataset of duplications for comparison to the retrotransposed duplications
was derived from the gene pair dataset with N70% identity. To select for
duplications arising by a DNA-based mechanism, the selection criteria were
b100 kb intergenic distance and introns in both genes. Of the 71 gene pairs
meeting these criteria, 35 pairs (Supplemental File 4) were represented in the
microarray dataset [18]. The 35 pairs were manually inspected for intron/exon
organization and relative position in FlyBase [25]. Of the 35 pairs, 22 were
adjacent and in tandem (3 with partial differences in intron/exon organization), 9
were in tandem with intervening genes (1 to 7), 2 were adjacent and divergent,
and 2 were adjacent and convergent.
Analysis of microarray expression data
Microarray data from analysis of expression during embryogenesis were
downloaded from BDGP's FTP site ftp://ftp.fruitfly.org/pub/embryo_tc_array_
data/embryo_tc_rma_release3.txt [18]. In this study, the microarray experiments
were conducted in triplicate for RNA isolated from 1-h time points for each of the
first 12 h of embryogenesis. Every microarray data point was converted from its
log value (base 2) to its absolute value. Themean absolute values for each of three
replicates were also the values reported by the BDGP for their expression pattern
database [18].
For each gene, the expression level values were averaged for each time point
and a two-tailed t test was used to determine if the average expression level was
significantly different (pb0.01) between the parent gene and its intronless child
gene. The number of retrotransposed duplications that had a significant increase,
significant decrease, or no significant change in expression level was counted for
each time point. The average level of expression and a t test were calculated
between each of the following groups for each time point: all parent genes, all
intronless paralogs, tandem duplications, and all genes. Calculations were
performed on the data for retrotransposed genes with greater than 60% identity
and those with greater than 70% identity and for tandem duplications with
greater than 70% identity.
Analysis of EST data
Gene annotations with their associated EST identity numbers were
downloaded from the FlyBase Batch Download server in June 2004 [19]. A
total of 238,105 ESTs were distributed among the 10 libraries examined: LD
(embryo) 33,299; RE (embryo normalized) 58,381; RH (adult head normalized)
53,224; HL (adult head) 2988; GH (adult head) 22,191; LP (larvae, pupae) 9556;
SD (Schneider cells) 20,027; GM (ovaries) 10,787; AT (adult testis) 24,599; and
AI (adult testis) 3053. Representation of ESTs in each library was enumerated
for each gene by using a simple Perl script. The percentage of genes with at least
one EST was calculated for all parent genes, all intronless paralogs, and all
genes. A two-tailed t test was used to determine if the percentage of genes with
at least one EST was significantly different (pb0.01) between the parent genes
and all genes or between the intronless child genes and all genes.
Nucleotide substitution
Synonymous (KS) and nonsynonymous (KA) substitutions were measured
by taking the pairwise amino acid sequence alignment generated by the
Needleman–Wunsch algorithm in the EMBOSS package [40], using default
settings (gap open=10.0, gap extend=0.5, matrix=EBLOSUM62). These
alignments were then compared using tranalign at EMBOSS [40], where amino
acid sequence alignments are used to guide nucleotide sequence alignments by
placing gaps to conserve codon alignments. KS and KA values were then
calculated using K-estimator 6.0 software [41,42]. To determine if there was
evidence for purifying selection for gene pairs, providing evidence that the genes
remain functional, a likelihood ratio test on dN/dS as described by Yang [21]
and used by Betran et al. [16,36] was performed using PAML 3.14 software and
the codeml program [43], which uses the codon substitution model of Goldman
and Yang [44]. Briefly, for each gene pair, the log likelihood values for
observing two different dN/dS ratios are calculated (at dN/dS=0.5 and dN/
dS=the free value). Then, a χ2 test is conducted using these two values to
342 M.G.I. Langille, D.V. Clark / Genomics 90 (2007) 334–343determine if the free value is significantly different from 0.5 [21]. If the free dN/
dS value is found to be significantly less than 0.5, then there is good evidence for
purifying selection and that both genes are functional [16]. The likelihood ratio
test results are listed in Supplemental File 3.Acknowledgments
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